An intelligent dispensing unit that injects dry minerals directly into the cowshed feed auger. Designed by Agvance Nutrition to improve farm productivity.

**AUTOMATED IN-SHED MINERAL DOSING**

> A solid core auger pulls mineral from the 1 tonne hopper and delivers it onto the feed as it is augered from the silo up into the cowshed.

> The amount of mineral dispensed onto the feed per feed cycle is set with a 0-100 variable speed dial controlling a variable speed drive.

Designed to last and easy to install, adjusting to fit with any existing feed system.
A complete solution for dosing farm minerals

Runs in tandem with the feed auger; dispensing minerals and ensuring they are well dispersed into the feed. A variable speed drive allows for dosing control down to a 5 gram accuracy. Adaptable to suit any feed set-up, and a wide range of different feeds and feed rates.

Easy to use and built to last

Manufactured from heavy gauge steel to be rust-resistant and strong. The delivery auger is a solid cored auger designed to move heavy and dense minerals of various granule size. The motor, gearbox and variable speed drives are made by Bonfiglioli in Italy.

Cost effective with buy or lease options available

The DOS-A-BIN is smart technology that can reduce labour, inaccuracies and unnecessary wastage in your on-farm mineral delivery process. It provides a higher level of control and efficiency on your farm.